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Give a summary without spoilers!
It is a story about the crime fighting duo of detective Chloe Dolan and her partner,
Lucifer Morningstar, the literal devil.

What drew you to this tv show?
The characters drew me to the show. I am very interested in the demonology of different
religions, especially of Christian and Roman faith.

Did it remind you of something that you've previously watched or read?
It reminded me of the DC Comic, Vertigo, because of one specific comic by them called
“Lucifer Preacher.” This comic was about a man who pretended to be the devil which is
similar to what the show’s main character Lucifer is going through, but the opposite
since he actually is the devil and nobody believes him.

To whom would you recommend this movie?
Lucifer would be great for someone who is curious about how celestial beings would
interact with the real world and who like to watch complicated crimes be solved by even
more complicated people. At some points the show can have some gore but the show
also has a lot of comedy and some romance.

Overall, did you like it and would you recommend it to others?
I personally loved the series. It was the perfect balance between fiction and nonfiction
for me and the mixture of crime and Christian demonology really pulled me in. The
acting by Tom Ellis is amazing too! So, I would recommend it to others, but only to
people who don’t get easily offended by the main character being the literal devil. It is as
enjoyable as it is nonsensical, which is why I find it to be perfect.

Anything else that you would like to add to this review? What made you choose
it? Did you like the cover? Was it recommended to you? Did you find it at the
library?
I have not read anything by Neil Gaiman before, but definitely plan to now, after
watching a show about characters created by him!
Also, I chose the series because I was unable to find anything else that really interested
me. The cover of the series is what brought me in originally because I LOVE Tom Ellis.


